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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The article is very interesting, but I have a few concerns. 1. The title should be specific for oncologic malignancies. It is better to mention separately pre-clinical evidence and clinical evidence for each type of formulation. The abstract can be included with details of type of formulation mentioned in the content. The graphical extract will be helpful for understanding the content. Not found any details on liver cancer based formulation in the table or content?
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**SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS**

Overall the article lack a main logistic flow. The title clearly state “nanomedicine”, but a considerable portion of the article describes immunotherapy and checkpoint blockade therapy, give an impression of lack of focus. The entire immune checkpoint inhibitor section appeared had no relevance with nanomedicine. The NK cell section included CAR-T therapy, which seems mixed content. At least, the concept of nanomedicine needs a clear definition in the beginning. Introduction section, first paragraph, the last sentence, “ultimately hindering the cell cycle”, hindering cell cycle? Please explain.
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Please upload the figures. Now the file uploaded is manuscript file.